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Abstract: Among various methods of suppression of structural vibrations， passiv巴 onesare more exceII巴ntin 
simplicity and reliability. In some passive dampers， viscoelastic materials are used to dissipate vibration energy. In 
the structures of thick stel plates， however， viscoelastic materials have not been used effectively as elements of 
dampers. This report deals with a new type of damper. A1though the damper proposed here has structure similar to 
dynamic vibration absorbers with viscoelastic spring， it does not require tuning. Experiment to confirm the effects of 
the damper was carried out. Vibration suppression by the damper is notabl巴inaudible frequency range. The 
proposed damper can be used effectively in ord巴rto suppress vibration and noise generation of thick stel plate 
structures. 
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Fig.2 Dynamic Vibration Absorber Using 
Vis∞elastic Springs 








































































Fig3 Schematic Ilustration of the pro戸凶Dam戸r
Tie Rod (Added Mass) 
Viscoelastic Springs 
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Fig.8 ImpuIse Responses of Plates without and 
with Dampers 
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10にダンパーなしと 2Eに lCと 4Eの配列も加えて
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Fig.lO Detai!ed Frequency Response ofPlates with 
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